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What is Citizen Science?
The practice of public 
participation and collaboration 
in scientific research.
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Sloan Digital Sky Survey
2007 – Oxford graduate 
student
Spent 1 month classifying 
galaxies for 12 hours/day 
= 50,000 classifications
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Sloan Digital Sky Survey
2007 – Oxford graduate 
student
Spent 1 month classifying 







50 million the first year
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Why crowd-source biodiversity data?
Benefits of crowdsourcing for 
researchers
✘ Can process large amounts of data.
✘ Can process data quickly.
✘ Can collect large amounts of data.
How accurate is crowdsourced data?
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Accuracy of Data Snapshot Serengeti project
From June 2010 to May 2013
Produced 1.2 million image sets 
(each image set contained 1–3 
images taken in a single burst 
over approximately 1 s)
Within 3 d of launching the 
website, volunteers contributed 1 
million species classifications and 




In Snapshot Serengeti, images 
achieved approximately: 
90% accuracy at 5 classifiers, 
95% accuracy at 10 classifiers,
approached 98% accuracy 
after 20 classifiers
Basic steps for planning a project






You can find me at
✘ megancarlton@uncg.edu
✘ Learn about enforcing data literacy 
skills using citizen science at my 
presentation at SLA 2021
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Special thanks to all the people who made and released these awesome resources for free:
✘ Presentation template by SlidesCarnival







 eBird -The Cornell Lab of Ornithology https://www.ebird.org
 EPA and other federal resources 
https://www.epa.gov/citizen-science/resources-citizen-science-projects
 Arizona State University Citizen Science LibGuide https://libguides.asu.edu/citizenscience
